Design of potent poxvirus inhibitors of the heterodimeric processivity factor required for viral replication.
Smallpox constitutes a major bioterrorism threat, which underscores the need to develop antiviral drugs for rapid response in the event of an attack. Viral processivity factors are attractive drug targets in being both specific and essential for their cognate DNA polymerases to synthesize extended strands of DNA. An in silico model of the vacinnia virus processivity factor, comprised of the A20 and D4 heterocomplex, was constructed and used for lead optimization of an indole-based scaffold identified earlier from a high-throughput screening. On the basis of this model, a new class of potent antivirals against vaccinia virus was designed and synthesized, of which two (24a and 24b) exhibited superior improvement over the parent scaffold (IC50 = 42 and 46 vs 82000 nM, respectively). The ability of 24a to suppress vaccinia DNA synthesis is supported by the inhibition of late viral gene expression, as well as by the diminished incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine into viral replication factories.